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MID-YEAR REVIEW
INVESTMENT THESES 2015
A review of our theses and our outlook for
the second half of the year:

Equity markets
1. Volatile year for equities, with price fluctua-

6. Gold stocks are of interest throughout the year,
energy stocks will become financially rewarding

tions of up to 15%

in the second half-year

The Swiss market showed us the fragility of

Only gold stocks have achieved positive

equity markets in the first month of the year.

returns since the beginning of the year. Driven

We continue to anticipate a downturn in the

by expections of a higher inflation rate, both

financial markets and remain cautious.

segments will remain interesting in the second
half-year. Energy stocks are attractive due to

2. The global economy is fragil and struggling

increased capital discipline.

with deflationary tendencies. We use market
corrections to enter new positions

7. We like USD beneficiaries and prefer growth

Since the start of the year, around 30 central

stocks

banks have loosened their monetary policy to

The EUR has depreciated against the USD, so

combat deflation. The risks remain high and

USD exporters have fared better. Growth

further monetary easing can be expected. The

stocks have outperformed value stocks. We

vulnerable environment will provide us with

anticipate further USD strengthening. There-

more buying opportunities.

fore, exporters invoicing in USD remain

Geographical regions
3. We favour Europe over the United States
Europe has outperformed the United States
with regard to returns achieved since the
beginning of the year. We are standing by our
previous assessment due to the expansionary
monetary policy in the EU.
Sectors
4. In Europe, we like cyclicals because they are
cheaper than defensive stocks
Both cyclicals and defensive stocks have
performed well. Over the year as a whole, the
more favourably valued cyclical stocks will fare
better.
5. The economic cycle is more advanced in the
US. We prefer late-cyclical companies and
technology equities
Late-cyclical companies only partially performed better than the overall market. In the
cyclical sector we continue to favour technology stocks and industrials.

interesting. We also prefer growth stocks such
as Boeing and Baidu.
Bonds
8. Interest rates will shift upwards on the short
end of the curve in particular. We expect the
10-year US treasury yield closer to 3% at the
end of 2015
After initial weakness, the US property, labour
and credit markets developed positively.
Therefore, we continue to expect interest rates
to rise in the US, with less change in interest
rates in Europe.
9. We are steering clear of government bonds
and favouring hybrid bonds
Hybrid bonds have outperformed government
bonds. We continue to favour hybrid bonds as
they provide inflation protection.
Currencies
10. We see EUR/USD at 1.15 at the end of the
year and EUR/CHF at 1.20
Just a few days into the new year, the EUR/CHF
thesis proved to be completely wrong. We
anticipate a strengthening of foreign currencies and see further potential for weakening in
EUR/USD.

